The workshop will be chaired by **Andrew Lipsky**, Director of Science and Policy at SeaPlan and former Ocean Policy Advisor at The White House.

### 8.30–9.00  **REGISTRATION**

### 9.00–9.20  **1. OPENING SESSION**

**Carla Montesi**
Director, European Commission - Baltic Sea, North Sea & Landlocked Member States  
*Making MSP work for fisheries and aquaculture*

**Andrew Lipsky**
Director of Science and Policy, SeaPlan  
*Updates on U.S. National Ocean Policy implementation with a focus on addressing fisheries & wind Energy interactions on the Northeast U.S. Outer Continental Shelf*

### 9.20–13.00  **2. MANAGING COMPETITION AND COEXISTENCE**

**Hermann Backer**
Professional Secretary of HELCOM MARITIME, HELCOM  
*Recommendations for the Baltic Sea from the «Fishing for space» workshop.*

#### 9.30–10.30  **2.1. NORTH SEA**

**Ton IJlstra**
Senior Policy Coordinator, Ministry of Economic Affairs, The Netherlands  
*Space for fishing, Dogger Bank discussion in wider North Sea context*

**Henrik S. Lund**
Marine Biologist, Danish Fishermen's Association, North Sea Regional Advisory Council (NSRAC)  
*Fisheries and the need for access to space*

**Camilla Stavnes**
Energy Adviser, Rogaland Fylkeskommune, Norway; Advisor for the North Sea Commission Marine Resources Group  
*Managing maritime space – from the perspective of North Sea regional authorities*

### COFFEE BREAK

### 11.00–12.00  **2.2. ATLANTIC**

**Stephen Atkins**
CEO, North West Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority, UK  
*The regulation of inshore fisheries and aquaculture in North West England: implication for marine spatial planning.*

**Marta Pascual**
Researcher, Basque Centre for Climate Change (BC3)  
*Artisanal fisheries and Marine Spatial Planning: A characterization of their Total Fishing Pressure in the Basque Country (Bay of Biscay)*

**Tim Glover**
Chairman, Lyme Bay Fisheries & Conservation Reserve, UK  
*Lyme Bay Fisheries & Conservation Reserve – Co-management in action*
12.00-13.00  2.3. MEDITERRANEAN SEA

Rosa Caggiano  Secretary General, Regional Advisory Council for the Mediterranean (RAC MED)
_Implementation of the MSP in the Mediterranean basin_

Iolanda Piedra  President of the Maritime Cluster of Balearic Islands, Spain
_How to contribute to the Blue Economy to avoid interference among sectors_

Dimitris Zannes  Spokesman for Greece, Mediterranean Platform of Artisanal Fishers
_Maritime Spatial Planning from the perspective of artisanal fisheries_

13.00-14.00  LUNCH BUFFET

14.00-15.15  3. MSP AND THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF AQUACULTURE

Courtney Hough  Secretary General, Federation of European Aquaculture Producers
_The State of European Aquaculture_

Nikos Anagnopoulos  CEO, Advanced Planning Consulting, Greece
_Aquaculture spatial planning. The case of Greece_

Bela H. Buck  President, German Aquaculture Association
_Multi-use aquaculture concepts as a potential solution for the overcrowded marine realm_

Matthew Gubbins  Programme Manager for Marine Spatial Planning, Marine Scotland Science
_Finding space for Scotland’s aquaculture ambitions: Integrating aquaculture into Marine Plans_

15.30-16.30  4. PLANNING FISHERIES ACTIVITIES IN A CROSS-BORDER CONTEXT

Vanessa Stelzenmüller  Head of Research Unit Marine Spatial Management, Thünen Institute of Sea Fisheries, Hamburg
_Why integrating fisheries in marine spatial plans? Examples from the Southern North Sea_

Laurent Dezamy  CLS, Marketing Manager, Geopositioning and data collection Division
_How remote sensing from space can support MSP and MPA networks – Space for fish & fisherman_

Magnus Eckeskog  Policy Advisor, OCEANA
_Regional management of fisheries and MPAs - examples from the Baltic Sea region_

16.30  5. CONCLUSIONS